
 
 
 
 
Thank you for sending for my auction list.  The codes below  provide a complete description for each record.  
Condition gradings are for records only.  Where a record is double graded (i.e.: M/NM), that means the record is 
borderline between the two grades.  It does not refer to the cover in any way.  All records are graded visually.  
Covers are described as thoroughly as possible using the cover codes listed below.  Though most covers are in 
excellent condition, some covers  have some wear as noted. 
 
LABEL:               BGP =  Bill Grauer Prod. - Blue mono, Black stereo 
  BLK =  Black label 

BLU =  Blue label - whatever shade is appropriate for the issuing  company.  
 DIV =  Division of Liberty or United Artists (always Blue & White label) 

  DOG =  RCA black label with "Nipper" dog logo on top part of label 
  DMR =  Emarcy drummer logo on blue background 
  JP =  Japanese Pressing 

MGM =  Division of MGM. - NOTE - all Verve LPs issued after 1960 were from MGM 
  NYA =  New York Address on label 
  NY =  New York U.S.A. label 
  O&B =  Original Impulse Orange & Black label 

ORIG. = Original label not easily described.                                                                                                                                   
  RB =  Rainbow rim around black label background (Capitol & VeeJay) 
  RED =  Red label. NOTE - Columbia red labels have one logo on both left & right sides  
               of the label. 
  SB =  Silver & Black label 
  TR =  Trumpeter label 
  YB =  Yellow & Black label 
  6E =  Columbia "6 eyes" label. - 3 logos on both right & left sides on red background. 
 
****SOME LABELS HAD TO BE WRITTEN OUT FULLY.  IF SO, THEY ARE THE FIRST NOTATION IN 
THE CODE COLUMN BEFORE THE MONO OR STEREO DESIGNATION.**** 
 
COVER:          AUDIO DESIGNATION:             
CS = Cover has partial split (rarely more than 3")   MO = Mono 
DMG = Miscellaneous Cover Damage  (not easily described)           S = Stereo 
PC = Promotional cut corner or punch hole    DG = “Deep Groove” pressing 
ST = Sticker or Stamp on the cover                     
TC = Tape on at least part of one or more seams      
WR = Writing on the cover (usually a name or timings)     
  
RECORD CONDITION:           SLD = FACTORY SEALED - NEVER OPENED 
            M = Mint condition - no visible wear 
            NM = Near Mint - Hardly Played 
            E+ = Well Cared for. Few or no marks. Should play like new 
            E = Some marks.   Possible minor occasional surface noise,  but  
                not distracting. 
            VG = Some surface noise  - still listenable. 
 
BIDDING:   Please list bids by auction number (left column), artist, title, label and bid.  Please make exact bids 
for each record you desire. ("Topper Bids" will not be accepted).  All bids must be in U.S. Dollars.  No 
minimums, but please be reasonable when bidding.  I will not sell $100.00 records for $2.00.   
 

THE AUCTION CLOSES ON  October 22nd, 2010 
 

Winning bidders will be notified by mail.  Postage costs will be noted at that time.  All albums will be held for 
sixty days.  Those who do not honor their winning bids will be dropped from all future mailings. No exceptions.  
Thanks again for your interest.  I hope you see something you like.  Good luck! 
 

ARMAND LEWIS, P.O. BOX 4834, N. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91617 U.S.A. 
YOU CAN FAX YOUR BIDS TO 818-762-3563 

OR E-MAIL THEM TO: mrbluenote@peoplepc.com   (NEW  E-MAIL ADDRESS!!) 


